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A. DEUTSCHE ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

2

Dieses Papier erklärt die Denkweise hinter der Ökosteuer – nämlich umweltschädliches Verhalten zu besteuern und umweltschonendes Verhalten von Steuern zu entlasten. Erläutert wird
auch die doppelte Dividende. Das eine Instrument der Ökosteuer hat nämlich gleichzeitig
zwei positive Effekte, zum einen schont es Umwelt und Ressourcen und macht dabei zusätzlich den Faktor Arbeit billiger. Es wird die Frage aufgeworfen, ob nicht ein großer Teil der
Opposition gegen die Ökosteuer auf einem Missverständnis basiert. Viele Kritiker scheinen
zu glauben, dass der Wirtschaftskreislauf in sich geschlossen ist und nicht ein kleiner Teil eines größeren Systems namens Erde.

B. TAXING FOR SUSTAINABILITY
The puritans of Massachusetts were practically minded people. Much as they despised sins
like drinking, whoring or gambling: they did not really believe in the immediate
disappearance of these vices. The least they could do, therefore, was to tax these activities. As
long as sin was to prevail, sin taxes could at least render some revenues for the
commonwealth.
The existing tax systems of most countries in the world are far from taxing vices and
unavoidable evils, quite to the contrary! In far too many countries, the highest tax burden is
levied on labor and consumption, namely those economic activities that we value most.
Throughout Europe, the concept of ecotaxes is more and more seen as the appropriate answer
to this paradox. Instead of taxing desirable activities, we should rather tax those transactions
and activities which we need to curb anyhow to preserve the environment and to achieve a
transition towards a
more
sustainable
equilibrium between
man and nature.In
this line of thought,
ecotaxes are not only
considered
the
superior form of
fiscal
policy
in
relation to other,
more
conventional
ways of taxation,
they are also praised
as
the
superior
instrument
of
ecological policy in
comparison to other,
more
conventional
tools
of
environmental policymakers.
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The argument is summed up in the concept of a double dividend: Ecotaxes are better than
other taxes because they generate simultaneously, monetary revenues for the government and
ecological improvements for the environment.
In most central European countries, considerable progress in this field is being made – mainly
Scandinavia, Benelux, Austria, Switzerland, Germany and even the fiscally conservative
Great Britain. But within these countries, opposition to the concept is strong and outside of
them, literally no progress has been made. In the European Union, Ireland and Spain are the
strongest adversaries, in the Western World as a whole, the U.S. is the country with the lowest
energy prices and the highest political resistance to the grand concept of ecotaxes.
Apart from the usual ingredients of industrial lobbyism and openly reactionary antiecological
populism, there may be a
deeply
rooted
misunderstanding about
the
nature
of
the
economic value creation
cycle that stands in the
way of acceptance of
ecotaxes.
Traditionally,
young
students of economics in
most countries are fed
with more or less refined
schemes of the economic
cycle that look a lot like
Chart 1. The economic
value chain is depicted entirely as a process of us humans “doing business with ourselves”.
All transactions take place between groups of individuals or collectives, namely
•

“households”, i.e. people that work (or provide other means of productions) and consume;

• “enterprises”, i.e. groups of people that come together to use means of productions in
different combinations to produce goods and services
• and, in more refined models, “government”, a sector which is financed through taxes or
debts and provides public goods or transfers.
All this is still very simplified and ignores the fact that in truth, nobody belongs only to one of
the sectors but rather plays different roles in different sectors, i.e. could be at the same time
performing activities of a worker, an investor, a tax payer, a public servant, or a consumer...
In the late 18th century, there was a large ideological debate between the so-called physiocrats
and the modern economist which ended with the total defeat of the former. Rightly so, because physiocrats, in tending that all real value creation derived from land respectively nature,
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greatly overstated the importance of the agricultural sector, did not understand the enormous
potential of the emerging industrial sector, and politically, often supplied the background
melody for overcome
positions of the landed
gentry
and
feudal
interests.
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But perhaps the victory
of
the
“modern
economists” of the 18th
and 19th century over the
Physiocrats was too
complete, perhaps it is
their late revenge that in
overcoming
their
outdated concepts, we
went too far and came to
overlook and forget the
economic contribution of
nature altogether.
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